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Objectives:
1. Review how our knowledge of genetics in DEE has 
evolved over time

2. Discuss why genetic testing is important

3. Review different types of genetic testing

4. Review how to read a genetic testing report

5. Understand the difference between benign, pathogenic, 
and uncertain variants, and learn how variants are classified 
and reclassified



Genetics in DEE
▪ Improvement in genetic 

testing methodology and 
technology has allowed 
us to identify more 
causative genes

▪ More widespread access 
to testing has expanded 
the known spectrum of 
presentation in many 
genetic disorders

Helbig & Abou Tayoun 2016



Genetics in DEE
▪ Diagnostic yield is higher for patients with DEE compared 

with other types of epilepsy (and highest in patients with 
infantile onset), but we are still unable to identify a genetic 
cause in the majority of patients

EpiPM Consortium 2015



Genetics in DEE
▪ Testing is always improving - a genetic test done today 

can give you more information than the “same” test a 
few years ago would have

▪ Researchers, genetic testing laboratories, and family 
advocacy groups are continuing to push gene discovery 
forward and to expand our understanding of known 
genes

Improved 
access to 

testing

More ‘rare’ 
diagnoses 

made

Genes 
added to 

panels

More 
patients 

identified



Why is genetic testing important?
▪ Recurrence

o Can this happen again?

o Are siblings at risk?

▪ Treatment
o Is there a medication that will work better?

o Are there any medications we should avoid?

o Are there targeted therapies (gene therapy)?

o Are there ongoing clinical trials or natural 
history studies?



Why is genetic testing important?
▪ Prognosis

o Will the seizures improve? Will they get 
worse?

o What milestones can we hope for?

o Do we need to be looking out for 
anything else?

o Genotype/phenotype correlation

▪ Diagnostic Odyssey
o Why did this happen?

o Ease of anxiety, guilt, uncertainty

o Connections



Comparison of different sequencing methods

Exome/Genome

Patient who has undergone a 
diagnostic odyssey with no 
answer

Patients with large regions of 
homozygosity for which the 
differential is broad 

Patients with complex clinical 
presentations or multiple 
diagnoses

Panel

Clinically-indicated panel 
matches phenotype of the 
patient

Test many genes at one 
time

Single Gene

Clinical diagnosis is highly 
specific to a specific 
gene/variant



Next-Generation Sequencing
▪ Highly automated and quality-controlled next-generation sequencing coupled 

tightly with custom bioinformatics algorithms



Evolution of deletion/duplication methods

1980s

Today

▪ Classical cytogenetics

o Microscopes and banding dyes

▪ Molecular cytogenetics 

o Fluorescence microscopy (FISH)

▪ Automatable multiplex targeted assays

o qPCR, MIP and MLPA

▪ Microarrays

o Array comparative genomic hybridization
(aCGH)

o High-resolution SNP arrays

▪ Next-generation sequencing (NGS)



Since depth profile is non-uniform but reproducible

Look for deviations with respect to baseline samples.

Perform this evaluation at the assay level to be able to detect del/dups down to single 
exon resolution across the panel.

Copy number detection by NGS



Exome (WES) vs. Genome (WGS)

▪ WES interrogates ~1.5% of the genome which 
contains protein coding sequences (exons)

o Interrogates most exons in most coding genes in 
our genome (~250,000 exons and ~ 20,000 genes)

o Capture-based NGS 

o Lower coverage than a panel

▪ WGS interrogates most of the genome

o 6 billion base pairs

o Lower coverage than an exome

o Mainly done in a research setting but there is 
growing clinical use (i.e. Rady’s NICU WGS)



Future Diagnostics…

→ Polygenic Risk Scores and/or 
Modifier Genes

→ Omics

▪ Transcriptome

○ Sequence all 
messenger RNA 

▪ Proteome

○ Study all proteins

▪ Metabolome

○ Study all metabolites



Example Test Report

disease-causing
change in the 
DNA (c = coding)

change in the 
amino acid 
(p= protein)

information 
about the 
disorder



Example Test Report disease-causing

change in the 
DNA (c = coding)

change in the 
amino acid 
(p= protein)

information 
about the 
disorder



Not every test report is 
straightforward…



Challenges in germline genetic variant interpretation

▪ Diagnostic clinical genetic testing typically adheres to variant interpretation guidelines from 
the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG).

▪ 2015 guidelines provide more guidance but are still not specific for many types of evidence. 



Categories of evidence in variant interpretation



Data sharing among laboratories



Next steps when a VUS is identified

▪ Test parents for phase

o De novo, compound heterozygous

▪ Family testing

o Does the variants segregate with other affected family members?

▪ Assess clinical correlation

o Does the gene/variant type match with the patient’s phenotype?

o Is further phenotyping of the patient needed?

▪ Additional laboratory testing

o Metabolic analysis

o MRI

→ Collaborative process between the provider and the lab to help with 
the interpretation of variants and unexpected results



Evolution of large 
public databases

▪ 1000 Genomes (2010)

o First large public database of genome 
data from “control” individual

▪ ExAC (2014)

o Second large public database

o 60,000 exomes

▪ gnomAD (2017)

o Current largest public database

o v2: 125,748 exomes and 15,708 
whole genomes

o v3: 71,702 whole genomes



Gene Discovery



Impact of Sponsored Testing Programs



Summary:
▪ Genetic testing is continually evolving and improving

▪ A genetic diagnosis can help families to understand, 
prepare, learn, and connect

▪ Genetic testing is not one-size-fits-all! Work with your 
child’s team to determine what testing makes sense for 
your family

▪ There is value in repeating and reanalyzing inconclusive 
results, and in revisiting a diagnosis over time



Questions?



Thank you for joining us!


